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Abstract
Objectives. The planar formulation of the noise equivalent quanta (NEQ) and detective quantum
efficiency (DQE)used to assess the image quality of projection images does not deal with the influence
of temporal resolution on signal blurring and image noise. Thesemetrics require correction factors
based on temporal resolutionwhen used for dynamic imaging systems such asfluoroscopy.
Additionally, the standardNEQ and detectorDQE are determined on pre-processed images in
scatter-free conditions for effective energies produced by additional aluminiumor copperfilters that
are not representative of clinical fluoroscopic procedures. In this work, we developed amethod to
measure ‘frameNEQ’ and ‘frame systemDQE’which include the temporal frequency bandwidth and
consider the anti-scatter grid, the detector and the image processing procedures for beamqualities
with scatter fractions representative of clinical use.Approach.We used a solidwater phantom to
simulate a patient and a thin copper disc tomeasure the spatial resolution. The copper disc, set in
uniform rectilinearmotion in the image plane, assessed the temporal resolution. These newmetrics
were tested on twofluoroscopy systems, a C-arm and a floor-mounted cardiology, formultiple
parameters: phantom thicknesses from5 to 20 cm, frame rates from3 to 30 fps, spatial and temporal
image processing of different weights.Main results.The frameNEQcorrectly described the image
quality for different scatter conditions, temporal resolutions and image processing techniques. The
frame systemDQE varied between 0.38 and 0.65within the different beam and scatter conditions, and
correctlymitigated the influence of spatial and temporal image processing. Significance.This study
introduces and validates an unbiased formulation of in-planeNEQand systemDQE to assess the
spatiotemporal image quality offluoroscopy systems.

Nomenclature

Symbol Meaning

at X-ray pulsewidth [ms]

AERC Automatic exposure rate control

d Pixel value

d̄ Mean pixel value

DQE Detective quantum efficiency

DQEframe FrameDQE

DQEgrid GridDQE

DQEsysframe Frame systemDQE

DQEsys,xyt Spatiotemporal systemDQE
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DQExy DetectorDQE

DQExyt Spatiotemporal DQE

¯Dq Radiant contrast of the sharp-edged disc [mm−2]

¯ ¯Dq q Relative radiant contrast of the sharp-edged disc

Δx Pixel spacing in the x-direction [mm]

Δy Pixel spacing in the y-direction [mm]

Δt Temporal frame spacing [ms]

ESF Edge spread function

f Spatial frequency [mm−1]

ft Temporal frequency [s−1]

ft,Nyq Nyquist temporal frequency [s−1]

fx, fy Spatial frequency in the x/y-direction [mm−1]

fx,Nyq Nyquist spatial frequency [mm−1]

Ht Transfer function of the temporal recursive filter

IRF Impulse response function

IRFd,sys,frame Frame system IRF expressed in pixel value units

IRFq,sys,frame Frame system IRF expressed in photon fluence units

IRFd,sys,xy Spatial component of IRFd,sys,xyt

IRFd,sys,xyt Spatiotemporal system IRF expressed in pixel value units

k Gain of the recursive temporalfilter
Kin Air kerma rate at the grid input expressed in the image plane [μGy.s−1]

MTF Modulation transfer function

MTFframe FrameMTF

MTFin,sys,frame Frame systemMTF at the grid input

MTFsys,frame Frame systemMTF

MTFsys,xy Spatial component ofMTFsys,xyt

MTFsys,xyt Spatiotemporal systemMTF

MTFt TemporalMTF

MTFxy Spatial presamplingMTFmeasuredwithout scatter

NEQ Noise equivalent quanta

NEQframe FrameNEQ [mm−2 s−1]

NEQin,xyt Spatiotemporal NEQ at the grid input [mm−2 s−1]

NEQxyt Spatiotemporal NEQ [mm−2 s−1]

NPS Noise power spectrum

NPSd,frame FrameNPS expressed in pixel value units [mm2]

NPSq,frame FrameNPS expressed in photon fluence units [mm2]

NPSt Temporal component of the spatiotemporal NPS [s]

NPStemp TemporalNPS (s)

NPSd,xy Spatial component ofNPSd,xyt [mm2]

NPSq,xy Spatial component ofNPSq,xyt [mm2]

NPSd,xyt Spatiotemporal NPS expressed in pixel value units [mm2 s]

NPSin,q,xyt NPSq,xyt at the grid input [mm2s]

NPSq,xyt Spatiotemporal NPS expressed in photon fluence units [mm2 s]

NTFt
2 Noise transfer function ofNPSt

NTFxy
2 Noise transfer function ofNPSxy

j Photonfluence per air kerma unit [mm2μGy−1]

q Photonfluence at the detector [mm−2]
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q̄ Mean photon fluence at the detector [mm−2]

q̄in
Mean photon fluence at the grid input expressed at the detector plane [mm−2]

̄q Mean photon fluence rate at the detector [mm−2 s−1]

̄qin
Mean photon fluence rate at the grid input expressed at the detector plane [mm−2 s−1]

SF Scatter fraction at the detector plane

SFin Scatter fraction at the grid input

SFout Scatter fraction at the detector plane

Tp Primary transmission of the grid

Tt Total transmission of the grid

v Speed [mm.s−1]

1. Introduction

The assessment of diagnostic image quality is a challenging task and consists of several subsequent steps,
including the characterisation of the detection efficiency of the imaging system composed of an anti-scatter grid,
the detector and image processing. Differentmetrics have been proposed and international standardmethods
have been defined for digital radiography systems. The benchmarkmetrics for projection radiography are: the
measurement of spatial resolution and noise in terms of the presamplingMTF,NPS andNEQ (Dobbins 1995,
ICRUReport 54 1996,Dobbins et al 2006a, 2006b). Based on thesemetrics, the International Electrotechnical
Commission has defined amethodology for calculating theDQE for digital detectors used in dynamic imaging
(IEC 2008). A limitation of this approach is that themetrics aremeasured on pre-processed images acquired
using standard x-ray beamqualities formedical diagnostic equipment (IEC 2005) obtainedwith additional
aluminiumor copper filters (RQA andRQCbeamqualities). X-ray beamparameters used in clinical
fluoroscopic procedures can differ fromRQA andRQC standards and can change throughout the procedure
with the automatic variation of tube current (mA), voltage (kV) and x-ray pulsewidth (Boone et al 1993,
Anderson et al 2000). Additionally, image quality is influenced by scattered radiation from the patient,
magnification and other sources of image degradation such as geometric blurring (Kyprianou et al 2005, Samei
et al 2009). To address these challenges, we investigated the possibility of adapting the formulation ofNEQand
DQE compatible to complete imaging systemswith scatteringmaterial, an anti-scatter grid and a detector
(Monnin et al 2017). Furthermore, a formulation ofNEQandDQE compatible to nonlinear image
reconstruction and processing (i.e. resolution is contrast and dose dependent)was proposed in the framework of
digital breast tomosynthesis (Monnin et al 2020).

These conventionalmetrics have progressively been adapted to answer the challenge of dynamic image
acquisitionmodes and copewith the temporal structure offluoroscopic imaging procedures. The planarNEQand
DQE ignore the temporal resolution of the signal,whereas theNPSmeasured influoroscopic frames integrates the
noise over the temporal frequencybandwidth. In that case, decreasing the temporal resolution increases the
correlation between consecutive frames, blurs the signal of amovingobject anddecreases the noisewithout
changing the in-planeMTFmeasuredwith a static object. This incorrectly inflates the planarNEQandDQEas the
temporal resolution decreases (Rowlands 1984, Zhao andRowlands 1997,Menser et al2005). Cunningham,
Moschandreou andSubotic (2001) initially addressed this problemanddefined 3DspatiotemporalNPS andDQE,
and a specific 2D spatialDQEcorrected for the system lag determined from the temporalNPS.Akbarpour et al
(2007)described a cascaded transfer of signal andnoise in spatiotemporal quantum imaging systems, and extended
theFourier-basedmetrics to the time domain. Friedman andCunningham (2006, 2009)developed amethod to
measure the temporalMTF in a small-signal approach using amoving slanted edge. Friedman andCunningham
(2010) then used the generalized spatiotemporalMTF andNPS to reformulate the spatiotemporalDQE in an
expressionwhich includes the decorrelation between the temporalMTF andNPS. The3Dspatiotemporalmetrics
give a detailed formulation of the performance of spatiotemporal imaging systems, but donot describe the 2D in-
plane image quality as observable over a temporal series of frames.

This work presents the development of newmetrics that could be used to characterise the efficiency of
dynamic imaging systems, the ‘frameNEQ’ and ‘frame systemDQE’, in-plane formulations of the
spatiotemporalNEQ and systemDQE that account for the temporal imaging performance of dynamic systems.
These newmetrics are based on a cascaded description of signal and noise transfer in a dynamic imaging system
and use the two following assumptions: the detector response is uniform and thus spatially and temporally shift-
invariant, and the image processing is linear for small signal variations within the images. Thesemetrics use
processed images on systems that include the anti-scatter grid, the flat panel detector and image processing
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techniques such as edge enhancement, noise reduction or recursive temporalfiltering.We validated the
measurement procedures and themethod for determining these newmetrics.We then evaluated the effect of
phantom thickness, field of view (FOV), phantom-to-grid distance, anti-scatter grid, frame rate, and image
processing on twofluoroscopy systems.

2. Theory

Weconsider a dynamic imaging system composed of aflat panel detector, an anti-scatter grid and image
processing. Even ifflat panel detectors produce a signal proportional to the input dose, the algorithms used in
spatial and temporal processing applied to the images can be nonlinear. Afluoroscopy system therefore fulfils
the Fourier linearity requirement only under a small-signal approach achievedwithin a small range of dose and
signal variationswithin the images (small contrasts). The newmetrics we are proposing derive from themethod
presented inMonnin et al (2020) to assess the imaging performance in the frequency (Fourier) domain, using the
approximation of a stationary and spatially invariant imaging system considered linear in a small-signal
approximation. A low-contrast copper disc was thus used as a semi-transparent edge to produce a small signal
impulse in a homogeneous background in order tomeasure the spatial and temporalMTFs (Friedman and
Cunningham2009). In these conditions, the pixel values d depend linearly on the photonfluence q at the
detector, with a gain∂d/∂q considered constant around themean dose level per pixel.

· ( )=
¶
¶

d
d

q
q. 1

2.1. Spatiotemporalmetrics
In the following developments, the indices q and dwill refer tometrics expressed in photon fluence and pixel
values, respectively. The spatiotemporal resolution offluoroscopy systems is characterised by a 3D
spatiotemporal IRF. The in-plane spatial resolution and the temporal resolution are independent and can be
measured separately (Bernhardt et al 2005, Friedman andCunningham2009,Dehairs et al 2017). Accordingly,
we assume that the 3D spatiotemporal system IRF (IRFd,sys,xyt) can be expressed as the product between
independent spatial and temporal components, an ‘in-plane system IRF’ (IRFd,sys,xy)measuredwith scatter in
the xy-plane of the frames and a temporalMTF (MTFt) expressed in the temporal frequency ( ft) space.

( ) ( ) · ( ) · ( ) · ( ) ( )= =
¶
¶

IRF f f f IRF f f MTF f
d

q
IRF f f MTF f, , , , 0 , , 0 . 2d sys xyt x y t d sys xy x y t t q sys xy x y t t, , , , , ,

The in-plane systemMTF (MTFsys,xy) is IRFq,sys,xynormalized by the amplitude of the impulse signal ( ¯Dq),
i.e. the number of photons attenuated in the sharp edge used to produce the impulse signal (in this study a
0.1 mm thick copper disc)

( ) ¯ · ( ) ( )= DIRF f f q MTF f f, , . 3q sys xy x y sys xy x y, , ,

In afirst approximation,MTFsys,xymeasured on images acquiredwith scatter is the presampling detector
MTFmeasuredwithout scatter (MTFxy)multiplied by (1− SFout), where SFout is the SF at the detector plane
(Monnin et al 2017)

( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )@ -MTF f f SF MTF f f, 1 , . 4sys xy x y out xy x y,

MTFxy is usuallymeasured on pre-processed images using a static sharp-edged object.MTFsys,xymeasured at
the grid input (MTFin,sys,xy) is determined by SFin, the SF at the grid input plane (Monnin et al 2017)

( )@ -MTF SF1 . 5in sys xy in, ,

The spatiotemporal NPS (NPSd,xyt) is calculated in 3Dhomogenous regions of interest (ROI) according to
equation (6).

∭( )
· ·
· ·

( ( ) ¯) · ( ( )) ( )p=
D D D

- - + +NPS f f f
x y t

N N N
d x y t d i f x f y f t dxdydt, , , , exp 2 , 6d xyt x y t

x y t
x y t,

2

whereΔx,Δy andΔt represent the pixel spacing in the x- and y-directions, and the time sampling between
consecutives frames, respectively. The variablesNx,Ny andNt are the number of pixels in the x- and y-directions,
and the number of consecutives frames considered in the calculation of theNPS, respectively. d̄ is themean pixel
values of the homogenous ROI.NPSd,xyt, is related toNPSq,xyt using equation (7)
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( ) · ( ) ( )=
¶
¶

NPS f f f
d

q
NPS f f f, , , , . 7d xyt x y t q xyt x y t,

2

,⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

The units ofNPSd,xyt andNPSq,xyt are [mm2·s] and [mm−2·s], respectively. Aswith IRF, the
spatiotemporalNPS can be expressed as the product of independent spatial and temporal components (NPSd,xy
andNPSt), using the spatial and temporal noise transfer functions NTFxy

2 and NTF .t
2

( ) ( ) · ( )

( ) · ( ) · ( ) ( )

=

=

NPS f f f NPS f f NPS f

NPS NTF f f NTF f

, , ,

0, 0, 0 , , 8

d xyt x y t d xy x y t t

d xyt xy x y t t

, ,

,
2 2

where NTFxy
2 and NTFt

2 are the spatial and temporalNPS components normalized to 1.0 at the zero-frequency

( )
( )

( )
( )=NTF f f

NPS f f

NPS
,

,

0, 0
9xy x y

d xy x y

d xy

2 ,

,

( )
( )
( )

( )=NTF f f
NPS f

NPS
,

0
. 10t x y

t t

t

2

NPSq,xyt at the grid input (NPSin,q,xyt) is determined by themean photonfluence at the grid input q̄in and the
temporal frame spacingΔt (Cunningham et al 2001)

¯ · ( )= DNPS q t. 11in q xyt in, ,

The spatiotemporal IRF andNPS define a spatiotemporal NEQ, notedNEQxyt, which represents the photon
fluence rate [photons/mm2/s] that a perfect fluoroscopy systemwould use to give the spatiotemporal NPS
observed in the stack of frames

( ) ¯ ·
( ) · ( )

( )

( ) · ( )

( ¯ ¯) · ( )
( )= =

D
NEQ f f f q

MTF f f MTF f

NPS f f f

IRF f f MTF f

q q NPS f f f
, ,

,

, ,

,

, ,
. 12xyt x y t

sys xy x y t t

q xyt x y t

d sys xy x y t t

d xyt x y t

2 ,
2 2

,

, ,
2 2

2
,

TheNEQat the grid input, derived from equations (5), (11) and (12), is themean photon fluence rate at the
grid input ( ̄qin)multiplied by (1− SFin)

2

¯ · ( ) · ¯ ( )= = - NEQ q
MTF

NPS
SF q1 . 13in xyt in

in sys xy

in q xyt
in in,

2 , ,
2

, ,

2

The spatiotemporal systemDQE, notedDQEsys,xyt, is the ratio betweenNEQxyt in the output image
(equation (12)) and at the grid input (equation (13))

( )
( ) · ( )

( ) · ¯ · ( ¯ ¯) · ( )
( )=

- D
DQE f f f

IRF f f MTF f

SF q q q NPS f f f
, ,

,

1 , ,
. 14sys xyt x y t

d sys xy x y t t

in in d xyt x y t

,
, ,

2 2

2 2
,

The spatiotemporal systemDQE can be expressed as the product between the spatiotemporal detectorDQE
(DQExyt) and the gridDQE (DQEgrid).

( ) · ( ) ( )=DQE f f f DQE DQE f f f, , , , , 15sys xyt x y t grid xyt x y t,

whereDQEgrid is defined by the primary transmission (Tp) and the total transmission (Tt) of the anti-scatter grid
(Monnin et al 2017)

( )=DQE T T 16grid p t
2

( )
( ) · ( )

¯ · ( ¯ ¯) · ( )

¯ · ( ) · ( )

¯ · ( )
( )=

D
=

 
DQE f f f

IRF f f MTF f

q q q NPS f f f

q MTF f f MTF f

q NPS f f f
, ,

,

, ,

,

, ,
. 17xyt x y t

d xy x y t t

d xyt x y t

xy x y t t

q xyt x y t

,
2 2

2
,

2 2 2

,

The photon fluence rate at the detector ( ̄q) is ̄qin multiplied byTt

¯ · ¯ ( )= q T q . 18t in

2.2. In-plane and temporalmetrics
Spatiotemporalmetrics represent 3D imaging performance but not in-plane image quality as observable on
frames. Frames acquired in temporal series integrate the signal and noise powers over the temporal bandwidth of
the dynamic imaging system.We therefore define in-plane spatialmetrics, named ‘frame systemmetrics’, which
aremeasured on temporal stacks of processed frames acquired using x-ray beamswith determined scatter
fractions.

The ‘frame system IRF’, noted IRFd,sys,frame, is the spatiotemporal system IRF integrated over the temporal
frequency bandwidth
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( ) ( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )ò ò= =
-¥

¥

-¥

¥
IRF f f IRF f f f df IRF f f MTF f df, , , , . 19d sys frame x y d sys xyt x y t t d sys xy x y t t t, , , , , ,

The ‘frameNPS’, notedNPSframe, is the spatiotemporalNPS integrated over the temporal frequency
bandwidth, as defined by Siewerdsen et al (2002)

( ) ( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )ò ò= =
-¥

¥

-¥

¥
NPS f f NPS f f f df NPS f f NPS f df, , , , . 20d frame x y d xyt x y t t d xy x y t t t, , ,

The ‘temporal NPS’, notedNPStemp, is the spatiotemporal NPS integrated over the spatial frequency
bandwidth (Siewerdsen et al 2002)

( ) ( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )ò ò ò ò= =
-¥

¥

-¥

¥

-¥

¥

-¥

¥
NPS f NPS f f f df df NPS f NPS f f df df, , , . 21temp t d xyt x y t x y t t d xy x y x y, ,

The units ofNPSd,frame andNPStemp are [mm2] and [s], respectively.
The ‘frameNEQ’, notedNEQframe, assesses the in-plane image quality observable influoroscopy frames

( ) ¯ ·
( ) · ( )

( )

( ) · ( )

( ¯ ¯) · ( )

( )

ò
ò

ò
ò

= =
D

-¥

¥

-¥

¥
-¥

¥

-¥

¥NEQ f f q
MTF f f MTF f df

NPS f f f df

IRF f f MTF f df

q q NPS f f f df
,

,

, ,

,

, ,
.

22

frame x y

sys xy x y t t t

q xyt x y t t

d sys xy x y t t t

d xyt x y t t

2
,

2 2

,

, ,
2 2

2
,

The frameNEQ represents the photonfluence rate that a perfect fluoroscopy systemwould have used to give
the noise level observed in frames, expressed in [photons/mm2/s]. The frameNEQ takes into account the power
of the temporalMTF, and differs from the planarNEQused in conventional radiography. If the temporal
resolution is omittedwhen computing theNEQ forfluoroscopy frames, themotion blur is overlooked and only
the noise level is integrated over the temporal frequency bandwidth. This omission leads to a decrease in frame
NPSwithout any change in theMTF. This implies theworst temporal resolutionwill incorrectly give the
higherNEQ.

The ‘frame systemDQE’, notedDQEsys,frame, assesses the in-plane imaging performance of fluoroscopy
frames. It can be expressed in several equivalent formulations given in equation (23)

( )
¯ · ( ) · ( )

( ) · ¯ · ( )

( ) · ( )

( ) · ¯ · ( ¯ ¯) · ( )

·
( ) · ( )

¯ · ( ¯ ¯) · ( )
( )

ò
ò

ò
ò

ò
ò

=
-

=
- D

=
D

-¥

¥

-¥

¥

-¥

¥

-¥

¥

-¥

¥

-¥

¥







DQE f f
q MTF f f MTF f df

SF q NPS f f f df

IRF f f MTF f df

SF q q q NPS f f f df

T

T

IRF f f MTF f df

q q q NPS f f f df

,
,

1 , ,

,

1 , ,

,

, ,
. 23

sys frame x y

sys xy x y t t t

in in q xyt x y t t

d sys xy x y t t t

in in d xyt x y t t

p

t

d xy x y t t t

d xyt x y t t

,

2
,

2 2

2
,

, ,
2 2

2 2
,

2 ,
2 2

2
,

Using equation (8) and thefirst formulation of equation (23), DQEsys,frame can be expressed as the product
between four terms given in equation (24)

( ) · ¯ ·
( )

·
( )

( )
·

( )

( )
( )

ò
ò

=
D -¥

¥

-¥

¥DQE f f
T

T

q t

NPS

MTF f f

NTF f f

MTF f df

NTF f df
,

0, 0, 0

,

,
. 24sys frame x y

p

t q xyt

sys xy x y

q xy x y

t t t

t t t

,

2

,

,
2

,
2

2

2

The 1st term is the grid efficiency (DQEgrid). The 2
nd term represents the spatiotemporal DQE

(equation (17)) at zero frequency. The 3rd term is a fraction in the spatial frequency space, which decreases below
1.0 as a function of the decorrelation between signal and noise in the spatial frequency domain. The 4th term is a
fraction of integrals in the temporal frequency domain that decreases below 1.0 as a function of the decorrelation
between signal and noise in the temporal frequency domain.

Whenmeasuredwithout scatter (SFin=0) andwithout grid ( ¯ ¯= q qin andDQEgrid=1), DQEsys,frame is
equal to the frame detectorDQE, notedDQEframe and given in equation (25)
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( )
¯ · ( ) · ( )

¯ · ( )

( ) · ( )

¯ · ( ¯ ¯) · ( )

( )

ò
ò

ò
ò

= =
D

-¥

¥

-¥

¥
-¥

¥

-¥

¥
 

DQE f f
q MTF f f MTF f df

q NPS f f f df

IRF f f MTF f df

q q q NPS f f f df
,

,

, ,

,

, ,
.

25

frame x y

xy x y t t t

q xyt x y t t

d xy x y t t t

d xyt x y t t

2 2 2

,

,
2 2

2
,

DQEframe reverts to the lag-correctedDQEdefined in equation (25) in Cunningham et al (2001) and in
equation (2) in Friedman andCunningham (2010).

2.3. Systemwith a perfect temporal resolution
Weconsider the special case of a dynamic imaging systemwith a perfect temporal resolution determined only by
the x-ray pulse length at, without lag andwithout temporal processing (i.e. without correlation between
consecutive frames). The power of the temporal signal is inversely proportional to at

( ) ( · · ) ( )p=MTF f a fsinc 26t t t t

( ) ( · · ) ( )ò ò p= @
-¥

¥

-¥

¥
MTF f df a f df

a
sinc

1
. 27t t t t t t

t

2 2

The temporal component of the spatiotemporal NPS sampled along the temporal frequency axis is white

( ) · · · ( )å p= D -
D

=
D

=-¥

¥

NPS f t sinc a f
k

t

t

a
. 28t t

k
t t

t

t

2
2

t

⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎞
⎠

The power of the temporal component ofNPSxyt is the ratioΔt/at, equal to 1.0 for continuous fluoroscopy

( ) · ( )ò ò=
D

=
D

=
D

-¥

¥

-¥

¥
NPS f df

t

a
df

t

a
f

t

a
2 . 29t t t

t
t

t
t Nyq

t

2 2

,

For a given dose per frame, the frameNPS is proportional to the ratioΔt/at

( ) · ( ) ( )=
D

NPS f f
t

a
NPS f f, , . 30d frame x y

t
d xy x y, ,

For a quantum limited fluoroscopy system, the frameNEQ is proportional to the dose rate at the detector ̄q

( )
¯ · ( )

· ( )

¯ · ( )

( )
· ¯ ( )=

D
= NEQ f f

q MTF f f

t NPS f f

q MTF f f

NPS f f
q,

,

,

,

,
. 31frame x y

sys xy x y
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The frame systemDQE is independent of any temporal parameter
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2.4. Systemwith temporal resolution determined by a recursive temporalfilter
Weconsider the special case of a dynamic imaging systemwith a temporal resolution determined by a recursive
temporalfilter. The effect of the x-ray pulse length on the temporal resolution is negligible compared to that of
the temporalfilter, and no aliasing of temporal signal and noise occurs. The temporal resolution of this system
can be adjusted through the ‘k-factor’ of the recursive filter that adds consecutives frames using the scheme given
in equation (33).

( ) · ( ) · ( ) ( )= + - - Dy t
k

x t
k

y t t
1

1
1

, 33⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

where y(t) is the output image, x(t) is the newly acquired image and k is the gain of the recursive filter, a constant
between 1 and+∞ (k=1without temporalfiltering and k=+∞with an infinite temporalfiltering). The
transfer function of the recursive temporalfilter, noted ( )H f ,t t is determined by the temporal frame spacingΔt
and the k-factor (Wilson et al 1997, 1999)

( )
( ) · ( · · )

( )
p

=
+ - D

H f
k k t f

1

1 4 1 sin
. 34t t

t
2

The temporalMTF is roughly equal to the temporal filter ( )H ft t

( ) ( ) · ( · · ) ( ) ( )p= @MTF f H f a f H fsinc . 35t t t t t t t t
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Table 1.Technical parameters of thefluoroscopy systems.

Detector type Detector size [mm2] Imagematrix Pixel size [mm] Grid f0/r/N [cm/-/mm−1] SDD [cm]

Cios Fusion CsI/a-Si TFT switch 200×200 1024×1024 0.194 100/17/7 102

AxiomArtis Zee CsI/a-Si TFT switch 300×300 1024×1024 0.308 105/15/8 119
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The integral ofMTFt
2 is determined by the k-factor of the temporal recursive filter andΔt

( ) ( )
( ) ·

( )ò ò@ =
- D-¥

¥

-¥

¥
MTF f df H f df

k t
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2 1
. 36t t t t t t
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The temporal component of the spatiotemporal NPS is determined byΔt and ( )H ft t

( ) · ( ) · ( · · ) · ( )
( ) · ( · · )

( )p
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= D @ D =
D

+ - D
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The integral ofNPSt depends only on the k-factor of the temporal recursive filter

( ) · ( ) ( )ò ò= D =
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¥
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2 1
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Figure 1. Fluoroscopic image of the solidwater phantomwith the 8 ROIs used forNPSxytmeasurement.

Table 2.X-ray beamparameters.

Beam

Solid water

[mm]
Air gap

[mm] FOV [mm2] Grid

Voltage

[kV]
Copper filtra-

tion [mm]
j [mm−2

μGy−1] ¯ ¯Dq q SFin

Cios Fusion

B1a 200 150 200×200 In 64 0.1 28382 0.248 0.564

B2 200 150 150×150 In 64 0.1 28382 0.248 0.466

B3 200 250 200×200 In 64 0.1 28382 0.248 0.444

AxiomArtis Zee

B4 50 150 300×300 In 58 0.2 24576 0.330 0.342

B5 100 150 300×300 In 68 0.2 28330 0.250 0.503

B6 150 150 300×300 In 81 0.2 31241 0.181 0.611

B7a 200 150 300×300 In 96 0.2 32167 0.134 0.694

B8 50 150 300×300 Out 54 0.2 23196 0.359 0.343

B9 100 150 300×300 Out 62 0.2 26820 0.281 0.502

B10 150 150 300×300 Out 71 0.2 29870 0.216 0.607

B11 200 150 300×300 Out 83 0.2 31974 0.162 0.693

a Reference configuration for each system.
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For a given dose per frame, the frameNPS is inversely proportional to (2k− 1)

( ) · ( ) ( )=
-

NPS f f
k

NPS f f,
1

2 1
, . 39d frame x y d xy x y, ,

Because the recursive temporalfilter does not decorrelateNPSt fromMTFt
2, the frameNEQand frame

systemDQEboth revert to the case of perfect temporal resolution (equations (31) and (32), respectively).

3.Material andmethods

3.1. Experimental set-up
Twoflat panelfluoroscopy systemswere involved in this study: a C-armCios Fusion and afloor-mounted
cardiology AxiomArtis Zee (SiemensHealthcare, Forchheim,Germany). The technical characteristics of the
fluoroscopy systems are given in table 1.

Solid water (SW) plates of 30×30 cm2were used tomimic four different patient thicknesses (50, 100, 150
and 200 mm). A sharp-edged 50 mm (0.1 mm thick) copper disc was positioned on top and at themiddle of the
SWphantom (figure 1). The images of the SWphantomwere acquired in the high qualitymode FL+using the
tube voltage, tube current, x-ray pulse length and additional copperfilter chosen by theAERC settings. The
different SWphantom thicknesses generated automatic variations of the tube current (mA), pulse width and
voltage (kV) that produced different x-ray beamqualities and SFin (tables 2 and 3).

As reference imaging conditions, we chose themaximal FOV (200×200mm2 for theCios Fusion and
300×300mm2 for theAxiomArtis Zee), an air gap of 150 mmbetween the phantomand the anti-scatter grid,
and the default image processing applied by the systems (table 4). Different geometrical and technical

Table 3.Dosimetric parameters.

Beam fps Current [mA] Pulse width [ms] Kin [uGy.min−1] /K framein [nGy] ̄qin [mm−2 s−1]

Cios Fusion

B1 3 24.2 14.6 10.2 57 4 819

B1 5 24.1 12.6 16.6 56 7 865

B1 10 23.7 12.1 32.7 55 15 458

B1 15 23.6 11.0 46.9 52 22 188

B1 30 5.5 33.3 85.5 47 40 465

B2 15 23.6 11.0 44.5 49 21 051

B3 15 23.6 11.0 35.3 39 16 686

AxiomArtis Zee

B4 15 13.0 3.6 57.3 62 23 469

B5 15 13.0 3.6 53.6 60 25 304

B6 15 13.0 3.6 50.7 55 26 420

B7 3 13.0 3.6 10.5 61 5 655

B7 7.5 13.0 3.6 25.8 58 13 856

B7 15 13.0 3.6 50.7 58 27 204

B7 30 13.0 3.6 103.8 57 55 629

B8 15 13.0 3.6 36.1 40 13 960

B9 15 13.0 3.6 30.4 33 13 592

B10 15 13.0 3.6 26.8 30 13 340

B11 15 13.0 3.6 25.3 28 13 469

Table 4. Image processing.

Parameter
Cios Fusion AxiomArtis Zee

Default value Other tested values Default value Other tested values

Digital density optimization (DDO) On — 25% —

Edge enhancement Off Low, high Off 50%

Noise reduction/i-noise Off Low, high Off Liss

Temporal filter/k-factor Off Low, high k=2.5 k=1.0, 1.6, 5.0, 8.0
Motion detectionwith active noise reduction Off — Off —

Metal correction Off — Off —
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configurationswere tested and led to eleven x-ray energy spectra (beams numbered B1–B11 detailed in table 2).
The impact of the gridwas investigated for the four phantom thicknesses on the AxiomArtis Zee (beamsB8–B11
with the anti-scatter grid removed). Different frame rates from3 to 30 fps (table 3) and different strengths of
spatial and temporal image processing (table 4)were also tested in the reference conditions.

3.2.Dosimetry
The reference plane for all dosimetric quantities is the detector (image) plane. X-ray spectra computed using the
method described in Boone and Seibert (1997) gave the fluence of photons per unit exposure of the x-ray beams
B1–B11 (j in table 2) and the relative radiant contrast of the 0.1 mmsharp-edged copper disc ( ¯ ¯Dq q in table 2).
A RaySafe X2 dosimeter (Unfors RaySafe AB, Billdal, Sweden)with the R/F sensor positioned at themiddle of
the FOVon the anti-scatter grid cover was used tomeasure the input air kerma rate (primary and scattered
radiation at the grid input plane). The air kerma ratemeasured at the grid inputwas corrected by an inverse
square law for the distance to obtain the input air kerma rate at the detector plane ( Kin in table 3). The product of
Kin with the photon fluence per air kerma unitj gave the input photon fluence rate at the detector ̄qin

¯ · ( )j= q K . 40in in

The values Kin and ̄qin represent the rate of air kerma and photonfluence that would be at the detector
without the anti-scatter grid. No correctionwasmade for the transmission of the carbon fibre cover of the
detector housing. Table 3 summarizes the dosimetric parameters obtained for the different configurations.

3.3. Scatter fraction at the system input
The scatter fraction at system input (SFin) is the SF produced by the SWphantom at the anti-scatter grid input
plane. Themeasurement of SFin is needed for the calculation of the systemDQEonly. This requires the
determination of the response of the imaging system to detector air kerma (DAK) on pre-processed images.
Most of fluoroscopy systems do not provide access to pre-processed images and tomanual settings of the tube
voltage (kV) and current time product (mAs). SFinwas therefore determined on ‘For processing’ images in a
Dicom format acquired on a radiography systemusing an x-ray flat panel detector (PaxScan 4336W,Varian
Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA,U.S.). SFinmainly depends on the SWphantom characteristics (thickness and
material), tube voltage, x-ray beam collimation and geometry of the x-ray imaging system (Smith and
Kruger 1986, Boone and Seibert 1988). The inherent aluminium filtration of the x-ray tube plays only amarginal
role and the target angle is not considered as an influencing parameter.We used x-ray tubes with the same total
aluminiumfiltration (2.5 mmAl) and assumed that differences in off-focal radiationswere negligible sources of
variations in SFin. The following parameters used onfluoroscopy systemswere therefore reported on the
radiography system to achieve the SFin specific to the beamsB1–B11:

(a) the SWphantom thicknesses

(b) the x-ray beam collimations at the centre of the phantom

Figure 2.Conversion diagramof spatial frequencies to temporal frequencies through the choice of the disc velocity.
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(c) the source-to-phantom and source-to-detector distances

(d) the tube voltages and additional copperfilters.

The computation steps of the beam stopmethod used to determine SFin are depicted inMonnin et al (2017).
Lead blocker discs of different radii (1.5, 2, 2.5, 3.5 and 6 mm) positioned in the centre of the x-ray beamon the
entrance surface of the SWphantomwere imaged. An additional imagewithout lead disc was acquired. A
circular ROIwith an area of 5mm2positioned in the centre of the lead discs gave themean pixel values (PV). The
PV converted intoDAKvalues using detector response functions gave the scatter as a function of the disc radius
R, noted ( )PV R .The ratio ( ) ( )PV R PV 0 gave SFin as a function ofR. An adjustment function based on
equation (41)wasfitted to themeasured data, where a, k1 and k2 arefitted coefficients

( )
( ) ( )

·
( ( ) )

( )
( ( ) )
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/ /
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+
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The extrapolation of equation (41) to a disc radius zero gave SFin (equation (42))

( )
( )

( )=


PV R

PV
SFlim

0
. 42

R
in

0

3.4. Frame system IRF andMTF
A50mm in diameter, 0.1 mm thick sharp-edged copper disc fixed on top at themiddle of the SWphantom
(figure 1)was used tomeasure IRFd,sys,frame. The IRF calculation is derived from the sharp edgemethod reported
in Samei et al (1998). The calculation steps specific to radial coordinates are detailed inMonnin et al (2016). In
order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio and thus the accuracy of the calculation, the computation used 500
consecutive identical images of the phantom acquired in the steady state regime of the AERC. A square ROI of
90×90mm2was centred on the disc, subdivided into 144 angular sectors of 5° aperture with an angular pitch
of 2.5°. Radial profiles drawn for each angular sector from the disc centre across the edges of the disc gave 144
radial ESF over 360°. Themagnitude of the 1DFourier transformof the 144 radial ESFs gave 144 radial
presampling IRFs. Themean radial IRFd,sys,frame is the average of the 144 resulting radial IRFs. In order to
determine theNEQandDQE in the reference plane of the detector, all IRFswere corrected for the geometrical
magnification factor, determined as the ratio between the disc diametermeasured on the images and the physical
diameter of the disc (50 mm). The in-plane systemMTF (MTFsys,xy) is IRFd,sys,frame normalized to 1.0 at zero
frequency.

Figure 3. SFin for the different lead disc radii and extrapolation to zero.
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3.5. TemporalMTF
Themeasurementmethod used in this study derives from the ‘moving slanted edge’method described by
Friedman andCunningham (2006, 2009). Themethodwas adapted to the radial coordinates of the sharp-edged
copper disc as described in section 3.4. The copper disc used for IRFd,sys,framemeasurement was taped to the thin
carbon plate (1 mm thick) of amotorizedmobile bench placed on top of the SWphantom, andmoved in a
uniform rectilinearmotion at a controlled speed v. The discmoving at a constant speed across the image plane
generates a spatiotemporal impulse signal whose temporal frequency ft is proportional to the spatial frequency f
and speed v

· · ∣ · · ∣ ( )a a= = +f v f v f fcos sin . 43t x y

The angleα of the disc pathwas determined from linearfits to the x- and y-coordinates of the disc position
on the images plotted as a function of time. IRFd,sys,frame was atfirstmeasured in the frames for the discmoving
at a constant speed v (equation (44)), and thenwithout discmotion (equation (45)).

Figure 4.Mean radial IRFd,sys,xy for different beamqualities. (a)Cios Fusion (b)AxiomArtis Zee.
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The static case in equation (45) gives the in-plane spatial resolutionof the imaging systemdescribed in
paragraph3.4. Thediscmotionblurs the imageof thedisc according to the speed anddirectionofmotion (Dehairs
et al2017). Thedecrease in IRFd,sys,frame is thereforemaximum in the directionofmotion and zero in theorthogonal
direction.The temporalMTF is equal to the ratio between IRFd,sys,framemeasuredwith andwithout discmotion

( )
( )∣

( )∣
( )n =

n>

=
MTF f

IRF f f

IRF f f

,

,
. 46t

d sys frame x y

d sys frame x y v
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, , 0

Figure 5.Mean radialMTFsys,xy for different image processing. (a)Cios Fusion (b)AxiomArtis Zee.
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MTFtwas finally rescaled from2D spatial frequency coordinates to temporal frequency coordinates using
equation (43). The choice of the disc velocity determines the temporal frequency range available for the
calculation ofMTFt ( =f vft ). The disc velocitymust be sufficiently high to cover thewhole temporal frequency
bandwidth ofMTFt, while sufficiently low to avoid aliasing artifacts in the images that could jeopardizeMTF
calculation. Themaximal temporal frequency at whichMTFt can bemeasured in the image plane is limited by
the spatialNyquist frequency of the frames determined by the pixel spacingΔx (figure 2)

· · ( )= 
D

=
D

f v f
t

v
x

0.5 0.5
. 47t Nyq x Nyq, ,

The disc velocity used forMTFtmeasurements in this studywas therefore the ratio between pixel spacingΔx
and frame temporal spacingΔt

( )=
D
D

v
x

t
. 48

Velocities lower thanΔx/Δt crop the temporal frequency bandwidth of the calculated temporalMTF.
Velocities higher thanΔx/Δt give ghost images of the disc due to temporal undersampling, and consequently
artefact the calculation of the temporalMTF.

To validate the computationmethod,MTFtwasmeasured on x-ray images of the copper disc acquired on a
conventional radiography systemusing a flat panel detector (Varian PaxScan 4336W,VarianMedical Systems,
Palo Alto, CA,U.S.)whose temporal resolution is determined by the x-ray pulse length, as described in
section 2.3. The computedMTFtwere compared to theoreticalMTFt given in equation (26) for the three
exposure times 125, 200 and 375 ms.

3.6. Noise power spectra (NPS)
The spatiotemporalNPSwas computed in the homogeneous volume of the SWphantom around the copper
disc. For each imaging protocol, the 3D spatiotemporalNPSwas calculated from500 consecutive frames
acquired in the steady state regime of the AERC. EachNPSwasmeasured from eight homogeneous, consecutive
and non-overlapping volumes of interest (VOIs) of 256×256×500 voxels placed around the copper disc in
the homogeneous SWvolume of the phantom (figure 1). The 3D spatiotemporal NPS of a givenVOI is the
magnitude squared of the 3DFourier transformof eachVOI, calculated using equation (6)with the pixel values

( )d x y t, , of the processed images. No detrending correctionwas applied to subtract large inhomogeneities from
theVOIs beforeNPS computation. The frame and temporalNPSwere obtained by integratingNPSxyt over the
temporal and spatial frequency bandwidths, respectively, as shown in equations (20) and (21). The 1D radial
frameNPS is the 2D frameNPS averaged over 360°, excluding the 0° and 90° axial values.

Figure 6.Measured against theoretical temporalMTFs for three irradiation times on a radiography system.
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4. Results and discussion

4.1.Dosimetry and SFin
Thefitted curves and the extrapolations to zero of the beam stopmethod used to obtain SFin are shown in
figure 3 for the beams B1–B11 reported in table 2. Both SFin and the automatic tube voltage selection increased
with the phantom thickness (table 2). The results confirm that, as expected, SFin increases for larger FOV and
decreases with a thicker air gap between the phantom and the grid.

For a given geometrical and technical configuration, Kin was proportional to the frame rate, from
10.5 uGy min−1 at 3 fps to 103.8 uGy min−1 at 30 fps (table 3). As illustrated by the data in table 3, the AERC
modality controls the dose per frame and adapts to the attenuation characteristics of the phantom thickness. The
air kerma per frame (K framein ) ranged from28 to 62 nGy, depending on the SWphantom thickness, the air

Figure 7.TemporalMTF. (a)Cios Fusion (b)AxiomArtis Zee.
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gap and the use of the anti-scatter grid. The use of the anti-scatter grid increased the automatic adjust tube
voltage and Kin by a factor 1.59–2.00 on the AxiomArtis Zee for the SW thickness of 5–20 cm.

4.2. Frame system IRF andMTF
IRFd,sys,frame decreasedwhen the SF at the detector increased, i.e. when the SW thickness or FOV increased, or
when the air gap decreased (figure 4). For the same reason, IRFd,sys,frame was higherwhen the gridwas used. The
Nyquist frequencies of the Cios Fusion andAxiomArtis Zee images were 2.58 mm−1 and 1.62 mm−1,
respectively.MTFsys,xy dropped to zero at theNyquist frequency for theCios Fusion, and beyond theNyquist
frequency to around 2.7 mm−1 for theAxiomArtis Zee. As expected, the noise reduction (low-pass)filter
decreased the in-plane spatial resolutionwhereas edge enhancement increased the signal atmiddle and high
frequency (figure 5). In-plane resolution of processed images is actuallymore determined by spatial processing
than by the image pixel size. The default processing used by the systems involved in our study gave a higher
spatial resolution on the AxiomArtis Zee compared to theCios Fusion. The temporal processing did notmodify
MTFsys,xy. This result confirms the independence of spatial and temporalMTFs offluoroscopy systems. In-plane
and temporalMTFs depend on different physical parameters and can bemeasured separately. Note that all
MTFswere corrected for the geometricalmagnification factor,measured at 1.18 and 1.20 for theCios Fusion
andAxiomArtis Zee systems, respectively. Geometricalmagnification decreasesMTFsys,xywith respect to the
object-to-detector distance.

4.3. TemporalMTF
The temporalMTFsmeasured on a conventional radiography system for three exposure times (125, 200 and
375 ms) agree with the theoreticalMTFt given in equation (26) for an x-ray systemwith temporal resolution
determined by the x-ray pulse width (figure 6). The accuracy of themeasuredMTFt decreases with an increase in
temporal frequency, and gives an insight on the uncertainty ofMTFtmeasurement. This result validated the
method ofmeasuring temporalMTF.

In our study, the x-ray pulse length varied between 3.6 and 14.6 ms for pulsed fluoroscopy, andwas 33.3 ms
for continuous fluoroscopy at 30 fps (table 3). Pulsed fluoroscopy corresponds to the particular case developed
in section 2.4, where the short x-ray pulse length at has a negligible effect onMTFt, mostly determined by the
recursive filter ( )H f .t t The temporal processing offluoroscopic framesmakesMTFt depend on the frame rate
( Dt1 ) and the strength (k-factor) of the temporal recursive filter (figure 7). On theCios Fusion, the chosen
fluoroscopic operatingmode defined the default temporal processing, whose strength could befinely adjusted
according to four different levels: none, low,medium and high. The default image processing on theCios Fusion
decreased the temporal resolution even for the default value ‘none’ (table 4). As expected, the levels ‘low’ and

Figure 8. ( )òMTF f dft t t
2 and ( )ò NTF f dft t t

2 as a function of the frame rate.
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‘high’ further decreasedMTFt (figure 7(a)). On the AxiomArtis Zee system, the k-factor of the recursive
temporalfilter could be varied from1.0 (none) to 8.0.MTFt decreasedwhen k increased from1.0 to 8.0
(figure 7(b)). The default setting k=2.5 (table 4) represents amedian trade-off between image noise and
temporal resolution (motion blur).

For the twofluoroscopy systems, the integral of ( )MTF ft t
2 and ( )NTF ft t

2 gave close proportional fits against
the frame rate Dt1 ,with Pearson correlation coefficients greater than 0.999 (figure 8). The default temporal
processing used in this study did not decorrelate ( )MTF ft t

2 from ( )NTF f ,t t
2 both equal to ( )H f .t t

2 This result
agrees with equation (36) and provides an indirect validation of theMTFt calculation for the particular case with
a strong correlation between consecutive frames. Note that the slope of the fitted lines is slightly higher for the
Cios Fusion compared to the AxiomArtis Zee for k=2.5. Thismeans that the default temporal filter on the
Cios Fusion corresponded to a k-factor smaller than 2.5.

Figure 9.Mean radial frameNPS. (a)Cios Fusion (b)AxiomArtis Zee.
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4.4. FrameNPS
Themagnitude of the frameNPS is expected to vary proportionally to the dose per frame, and to be therefore
independent of the frame ratewhen the dose per frame is kept constant by theAERC. The frequency content of
NPSd,frame depends on the spatial image processing, edge enhancement and noise reduction filters (figure 9). The
various spatial processing demonstrate different trade-offs between spatial resolution and image noise without
changing the temporal resolution. Noise reduction filters pass only low-frequency noise whereas edge
enhancements give a better spatial resolution butmore high-frequency noise. Themagnitude ofNPSd,frame

decreasedwhen the strength of the recursive temporalfilter was increased, without changing its frequency
component, in line with equation (39).

4.5. TemporalNPS
The frequency content of the temporal NPS variedwith both the frame rate Dt1 and the k-factor of the
temporal recursive filter, while its zero-frequency amplitudewas simply proportional to the temporal frame

Figure 10.TemporalNPS for different frame rates. (a)Cios Fusion (b)AxiomArtis Zee.
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spacing, in close agreement with equation (37) (figure 10). The temporal frequency bandwidth of the temporal
NPS is proportional to the frame ratewhile its amplitude is inversely proportional. The area under the temporal
NPS curve is therefore independent of the frame rate. An increase in the recursive k-factor increased the
correlation between consecutive frames and decreased the high-frequency temporal noise without changing its
zero-frequency amplitude, in linewith equation (37) (figure 11). Conversely, the edge enhancement and noise
reduction filters respectively increased and decreased themagnitudewithout changing the frequency
component of the temporalNPS.

4.6. FrameNEQ
NEQframe decreasedwhen the SF at the detector (SFout) increased, andwas therefore higherwith the anti-scatter
grid thanwithout the grid. SFout increasedwhen the SW thickness or FOV increased, or when the air gap
between the SWphantom and the anti-scatter grid decreased (figure 12). NEQframe was proportional to the dose

Figure 11.TemporalNPS for different image processing. (a)Cios Fusion (b)AxiomArtis Zee.
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rate at the detector, and therefore to the frame rate, as expected forfluoroscopy systemswhose dose per frame is
held constant by the AERC (figure 13). The ratio betweenMTF2 andNPSmitigates the influence of the spatial
and temporal image processing in theNEQ (figure 14). This is true only if the image processing procedures (edge
enhancement and noise reduction) are linear and do not introduce different spatial correlations for the signal
and the noise thatwould decorrelate theNPS from theMTF2 (Bernhardt et al 2005, Urbanczyk et al 2012). For
the reference conditions at 15 ips (beams B1 for theCios Fusion andB7 for theAxiomArtis Zee), NEQframe peaks
at 2800 mm−2·s−1 for theCios and around 1800mm−2·s−1 for the AxiomArtis. TheAxiomArtis Zee uses
higher beam energy compared to theCios Fusion (96 kV+0.2 mmCu against 64 kV+0.1 mmCu) and 2.25
times larger FOV (300×300mm2 against 200×200mm2)which produces a higher SFin (0.694 against 0.564).
For a similar dose rate at the grid input (46.9μGy against 50.7μGy), these differences lead to a lower grid
transmission (notmeasured) and consequently to a lower dose rate at the detector that gives a lowerNEQframe

for the AxiomArtis Zee.

Figure 12. FrameNEQ for different beamqualities. (a)Cios Fusion (b)AxiomArtis Zee.
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The different temporal processing strengths tested in this study on the twofluoroscopy systems did not
modifyNEQframe (figure 14). As shown in section 2.4, the temporal recursive filter is linear and does not
decorrelateMTFt fromNPSt. Decreasing the temporal resolution increases the correlation between pixels
between consecutive frames and reduces the temporal frequency bandwidth. The frameNPS integrates the
whole temporal frequency bandwidth (Siewerdsen et al 2002) and hence any decrease in temporal resolution
reducesNPSframe. This noise reductionwould incorrectly inflate theNEQandDQE if the power ofMTFt is
omitted in the numerator. This happens if theNEQandDQE aremeasured using a static object, ignoring the
motion blur caused by the reduction in temporal resolution. Thismeans that a simple planar formulation of the
NEQ cannot be used to compare imaging performance between fluoroscopy systemswith different temporal
resolutions. A correction factorwas therefore introduced in theNEQandDQE formulations, based on the
power of eitherMTFt (Cunningham et al 2001, Friedman andCunningham2010) orNPSt (Menser et al 2005).
The frameNEQproposed in this study includes the influence ofMTFt to give the actual equivalent fluence rate

Figure 13. FrameNEQ for different frame rates. (a)Cios Fusion (b)AxiomArtis Zee.
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of photons that an idealfluoroscopy systemwould have used to give theNPS observed in the frames for the
corresponding temporal resolution. NEQframe is therefore a suitablemetric to compare the image quality
between frames obtainedwith different temporal resolutions.

4.7. Frame systemDQE
DQEsys,frame peaked around 0.65 for both theCios Fusion andAxiomArtis Zee systems for 20 cmof SWwith the
anti-scatter grid in place (figure 15). This result shows that the twofluoroscopy systems perform equally and
would thus give a comparable image quality for similar imaging conditions (phantom thickness, tube voltage,
beam collimation, air gap, copperfiltration, etc). The differences in image quality observed inNEQframe thus
result fromdifferences in the settings chosen by the AERCor in SFin. The other SW thicknesses 5, 10 and 15 cm
gaveDQEsys,frame around 0.38, 0.42 and 0.50, respectively.Without the grid, DQEsys,frame was approximately
equal to 0.43, regardless of the SF. The gridDQE increases with SFinwhereas the detectorDQE is independent of

Figure 14. FrameNEQ for different image processing. (a)Cios Fusion (b)AxiomArtis Zee.
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the SF, thereforeDQEsys,frame increases with SFinwhen the grid is in place and is independent of SFinwithout
grid. These results indicate that for the FOV30×30 cm2, the grid increases the system efficiency only for SW
thicknesses greater than 10 cm, and the grid should be removed for smaller thicknesses. This also explains why a
decrease in the size of the x-ray beamcollimationor an increase in the distance between the SWphantomand the
grid entrance surface decreasedDQEsys,frame. For theCios Fusion system, decreasing the FOV from20×20 cm2

(beamB1) to 15×15 cm2 (beamB2) reducedDQEsys,frame from0.65 to 0.50. An increase in thephantom-to-grid
distance from15 cm (beamB1) to 25 cm (beamB3) reducedDQEsys,frame from0.65 to 0.55.

DQEsys,framewas independent of the dose rate for theCios Fusion andAxiomArtis Zee systems (figure 16), as
expectedwhen the dose per frame is held constant by the AERC. For linear and shift invariant systems,
DQEsys,frame is independent of image processing (Bernhardt et al 2005,Urbanczyk et al 2012). Edge
enhancement, denoising and temporal processing roughlymet these requirements in our study (figure 17). This

Figure 15. Frame systemDQE for different beamqualities. (a)Cios Fusion (b)AxiomArtis Zee.
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shows that these image processing procedures did not decorrelate the spatialMTF from the spatial NPS and the
temporalMTF from the temporalNPS.

DQEsys,frame is a consistentmetric to assess the overall efficiency offluoroscopy systems in the presence of SF
representative of clinical conditions encounteredwith patients. It includes the efficiency of the grid, the
quantum efficiency of the detector, the spatial and temporal processing. The planarDQEused in radiography is
irrelevant forfluoroscopy because the temporal bandwidth of the signal power is omitted, and a correction
factormust be added to get the true values (Cunningham et al 2001, Friedman andCunningham2010).
DQEsys,frame can further describe the effect of the spatial and temporal processing on the image quality, and can
help in the framework of optimizing the imaging protocols in dynamic imaging. The standard detectorDQE is
determined for standardized primary beams obtained by using additional aluminiumor copperfilters, which do
notmeet at the same time the attenuation of the beamand the effective energy given by the AERC for a patient
under clinical conditions. DQEsys,frame can be calculated for SW thicknesses that bettermimic beam attenuation

Figure 16. Frame systemDQE for different frame rates. (a)Cios Fusion (b)AxiomArtis Zee.
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and hardening, and SF produced by patients of different thicknesses. Compared to the standard detectorDQE,
the frame systemDQE requires an additionalmeasurement of SFin. SFin is essentially determined by the
thickness of the SWphantomused for themeasurement, the FOV and the air gap between the phantomand the
grid. Standardized values of SFin could be considered for routine use ofDQEsys,frame influoroscopy.

4.8. Limitations of themethod
Compared to planarNEQandDQE, calculating the newmetrics we are proposing requires an additional
measurement ofMTFt. The temporalMTF is generally determined usingmoving sharp edges (Friedman and
Cunningham2006, 2009), and results from a ratio between two spatialMTFsmeasuredwith andwithout
motion. The relative uncertainties of the two spatialMTFs add up, therefore the uncertainty inMTF is roughly
doubled compared to in-planeMTF. The uncertainty inMTFt adds to the uncertainty of spatial components in
the estimation ofNEQframe andDQEsys,frame.

Figure 17. Frame systemDQE for different image processing. (a)Cios Fusion (b)AxiomArtis Zee.
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The processed imagesmay contain nonlinear image processingwhichwouldmake theMTFdepend on
contrast and noise (so, on dose). The assessment of image quality with transfer functions is a linear
approximation of a nonlinear system and should thus be performed under restrictive conditions of small input
signals, where the behaviour of the system can be considered as linear around an operating point (dose and
contrast). The 0.1 mm thick copper disc used in this study forMTFmeasurement produced radiant contrasts
between 13%and 33%, lower that themaximumcontrast of 0.5 given by Friedman andCunningham (2009) to
meet the small signal requirement for theMTF calculation. The downside of small contrast is the low
differentiation of the edge profile in the noise on the frames. An accurateMTFmeasurement in lowCNR
conditions requires a high number of frames to achieve sufficient overall CNR in the calculation. The number of
frames chosen for the calculation of theMTF is a compromise between accuracy and computing time. In this
study, the CNRgiven by the 0.1 mmcopper disc on individual frameswas approximately 0.2 for the reference
conditions. Using 500 frames for eachMTFmeasurement under static and dynamic conditions gave a total
effective CNRof about 5.0. The effective CNR required to achieve a given accuracy and precision should be
determined empirically from repeatedMTFmeasurements under various CNR conditions (Chen et al 2014).
This estimate was notmade in our study. The exact extent towhich nonlinear processing can degrade theMTF,
NEQandDQEhas yet to be investigated, however the deviations inNEQandDQEdue to image processing
shown infigure 17 provide insight into the uncertainty introduced by the different spatial and temporal image
processing in theNEQandDQE.

DQEsys,frame needs ameasurement of SFin that is not directly possible onfluoroscopy systemswithout special
access to pre-processed images. Themeasurement of SFin using the beamblockermethod required additional
images acquired on a radiography systemonwhich the geometry and beamquality of the fluoroscopy systems
are reproduced as close as possible. SWphantom thickness, beam collimation, distances, tube potential and
additional copper filtration have been reported on the radiography system.Using different equipment can result
in small variations in the amount of scatter produced by the tube itself and the radiological table. The influence
of these radiations on SFin remains low compared to themajor contribution of scatter producedwithin the SW
phantom thickness, but still constitutes an intrinsic limitation of themetrics.

5. Conclusion

Thiswork introduced and tested newmetrics to assess the image quality of dynamic imaging systems by
considering the entire imaging system: the anti-scatter grid, the detector, and image processing techniques in the
presence of scattered radiations. The frameNEQ and frame systemDQE enable a comparison of imaging
performance between fluoroscopy imaging protocols orfluoroscopy systemswith different temporal
resolutions. The newmetrics we are proposing require themeasurements of the temporalMTF and the input
scatter fractionwhile providing a suitablemethod to evaluate and optimize dynamic imaging systems. These
metrics provide access to benchmarking and quality control protocols forfluoroscopy systemswithout
additional corrections for temporal resolution effects, as requiredwhen using planarNEQandDQE.
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